Cylindric algebras have been developed as an algebraisation of equational first order logic. We adapt them to cylindric Kleene lattices and their variants and present relational and relational fault models for these. This allows us to encode frames and local variable blocks, and to derive Morgan's refinement calculus as well as an algebraic Hoare logic for while programs with assignment laws. Our approach thus opens the door for algebraic calculations with program and logical variables instead of domain-specific reasoning over concrete models of the program store. A refinement proof for a small program is presented as an example.
Introduction
Kleene algebras and similar formalisms have found their place in program construction and verification. Kleene algebras with tests [19] have been used for calculating complex program equivalences; the rules of propositional Hoare logic-Hoare logic without assignments laws-can be derived from their axioms [20] . Demonic refinement algebras [29] have been applied to non-trivial program transformations in the refinement calculus [3] . Modal Kleene algebras [7, 8] have been linked with predicate transformer semantics and found applications in program correctness. More recently, links between Kleene algebras and Morgan-style refinement calculi [23] have been established; program construction and verification components based on Kleene algebras have been formalised in proof assistants such as Coq [9, 25] or Isabelle/HOL [2, 15, 28] .
The Isabelle components are based on shallow embeddings of while programs, Hoare logic and refinement calculi. Programs, assertions and correctness specifications are modelled as semantic objects directly within Isabelle's higher-order logic. Explicit data types for the syntax of programs, assertions or logics of programs, and explicit semantic maps for their interpretation can thus be avoided. Kleene algebras, as abstract semantics for while programs, propositional Hoare logics or propositional refinement calculi, fit very naturally into this approach. Yet assignments and their laws are currently formalised in concrete program store semantics that form models of the algebras. With a shallow embedding, Dongol program construction and verification is thus performed in these concrete semantics. Other familiar features of refinement calculi, such as variable frames or local variable blocks, cannot be expressed in Kleene algebras either. How algebra could handle such important features remains open.
Yet algebra can deal with bindings, scopes and variables. Nominal Kleene algebras [13] can model the first two features, and cylindric algebras of Henkin, Monk and Tarski [17] the third, albeit in the setting of boolean algebras, where notions of variables and quantification are added in an algebratisation of firstorder equational logic. They introduce a family of cylindrification operators c κ x that abstract existential quantification ∃ κ x of first-order formulas.
Henkin, Monk and Tarski give a standard interpretation of c κ in cylindric set algebras [17, p.166] . In this setting, cylindrification is defined over P X α for some set X and ordinal α. 4 Elements of a cylindric set algebra are therefore functions of type α → X, or sequences x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . ) of "length" α. In logic, if α is a set of logical variables and X the carrier set of a structure, these correspond to valuations. Geometrically, X α corresponds to an α-dimensional Cartesian space with base X where x κ represents the κth coordinate. Apart from the usual boolean operations on sets, cylindric set algebras use a family of cylindrification operators C c κ : P X α → P X α for κ < α-the superscript c stannds for "classical". For each A ⊆ X α ,
where x ≈ κ y if x and y are equal, except at κ, (i.e. ∀λ = κ. x λ = y λ ). Geometrically, C c κ A thus translates A along the κ-axis and constructs a cylinder in some hyperspace.
Our main idea is to generalise cylindrification from boolean algebras to Kleene lattices (thus foregoing the complement operator of boolean algebra, while adding a monoidal composition and a star). We explain it through relational cylindrification C κ , which acts on programs modelled by relations in P (X α × X α ), where X α represents program stores as functions from variables in α to values in X. Cylindrifying relation R in variable κ by C κ R means adding any combination of values for κ to elements of R. We therefore say that C κ liberates variable κ in program R,
Note that κ is liberated (can take on any value) independently in both the first and second coordinates of R. 5 The cylindrification of the identity relation, C κ Id X α , in particular, liberates variable κ while constraining all other variables to satisfy the identity relation on X α . Henkin, Monk and Tarski [17, §1.7] have generalised cylindrification to finite sets of variables so that c ({κ0,...,κn−1}) x = c κ0 . . . c κn−1 x, where the parentheses on the left are part of their syntax. For a set of variables Γ , a program R may be restricted to only change variables in Γ by conjoining it with C (Γ ) Id X α , i.e. R ∩ C (Γ ) Id X α , which we abbreviate to Γ : x to match the syntax of frames in Morgan's refinement calculus [24] . A local variable κ with a scope over some program R is obtained by first liberating the local κ over the program and then constraining any non-local κ to not change, i.e. (C κ R) ∩ C ({κ}) Id X α , which we abbreviate as (var κ.R). Finally, assignment statements are encoded by framed specification statements, where tests are used to abstract from expressions, and variable substitutions are handled using another concept from cylindric algebras, namely diagonal elements.
Our main contribution lies in the formal development of this new extension and application of cylindrification. This opens the door to algebraic calculations with variables in imperative programs where set-theoretic reasoning in concrete store semantics is so far required. Our technical contributions are as follows.
-We extend Kleene algebras ( §2) to cylindric Kleene lattices ( §4), explore their basic properties and prove their soundness with respect to a relational (fault) semantics for imperative programs ( §3 and §5). -Generalised cylindrification liberates a set of variables, rather than a single variable ( §6). It is used to show that the frames of Morgan's refinement calculus ( §8) and local variable blocks ( §9) can be expressed in cylindric Kleene lattices. Based on these encodings we derive the laws of Morgan's refinement calculus with frames and those of Hoare logic ( §7), both with assignment laws. -Synchronous cylindrification ( §10) supports the cylindrification of tests in the relational model. It is used in combination with diagonal elements (representing equality in equational logic) to define substitutions algebraically ( §11). These are then used to define variable assignments ( §12). -We explain how simple refinement proofs can be performed in our framework by purely algebraic and symbolic reasoning. -We propose liberation Kleene lattices ( §13) as a conceptually simpler and more fine-grained variant, and prove that the axioms of cylindric Kleene lattices are derivable from those of liberation Kleene lattices.
Many of our results have been verified with Isabelle/HOL, but verification and refinement components based on cylindric Kleene algebras remain work in progress. All Isabelle proofs are accessible online 6 . Overall, many of the concepts needed for our development could be readily adapted from cylindric algebra. Henkin, Monk and Tarski's textbook [17] has been a surprising source of insights from a seemingly unrelated area. We follow their notational conventions closely.
l-Monoids and Kleene Lattices
This section briefly recalls the basic algebraic structures used in this article. Cylindric variants are presented in Section 4, liberation algebras are introduced in Section 13. We work with l-monoids instead of dioids and Kleene lattices instead of Kleene algebras because a meet operation is crucial for defining the concepts we care about: frames, local variables and variable assignments.
Definition 1 (l-monoid). A lattice-ordered monoid ( l-monoid) [4] is a structure (L, +, ·, ;, 0, 1) such that (L, +, ·, 0) is a lattice with join operation +, meet operation ·, and least element 0; (L, ;, 1) is a monoid and the distributivity axioms x ; (y + z) = x ; y + x ; z and (x + y) ; z = x ; y + x ; z and annihilation axioms 0 ; x = 0 and x ; 0 = 0 hold for all x, y, z ∈ L. An l-monoid is weak if the axiom x ; 0 = 0 is absent. [18, 1] is a (weak) lmonoid, K, equipped with a star operation * : K → K, that satisfies the unfold and induction axioms
Definition 2 (Kleene lattice). A (weak) Kleene lattice
The unfold and induction laws in the first line and those in the second line above are opposites: the order of composition has been swapped. Forgetting the meet operation in l-monoids yields dioids (i.e., semirings with idempotent addition); forgetting meet in Kleene lattices yields Kleene algebras.
Definition 3 (l-monoid with tests). A (weak) l-monoid with tests is a structure (L, B, +, ·, ;, 0, 1, ¬) where B ⊆ L, ¬ is a partial operation defined on B such that (B, +, ·, 0, 1, ¬) is a boolean algebra in which ; and · coincide and (L, +, ·, ;, 0, 1) is a (weak) l-monoid. In addition, for all p ∈ B and x, y ∈ K, p ; (x · y) = (p ; x) · (p ; y),
and (x · y) ; p = (x ; p) · (y ; p).
Definition 4 (Kleene lattice with tests). A (weak)
Kleene lattice with tests is a (weak) l-monoid with tests that is also a (weak) Kleene lattice.
Alternatively, Kleene lattices can be based on the operation + : K → K that satisfies the following unfold and induction axioms
and their opposites x + x + ; x = x + and z + y ; x ≤ y ⇒ z + z ; x + ≤ y, even when the unit 1 is absent. In the presence of this unit, the identities x + = x ; x * and x * = 1 + x + make the two variants interderivable.
Relation Kleene Lattices
Before cylindrifying l-monoids and Kleene lattices in the next section, we sketch the relational model and the relational fault model of these algebras. First of all, these form the basis of the standard relational program semantics to which we restrict our attention. Secondly, they are used in the soundness proofs of the cylindric and liberation algebras that we axiomatise. Last, but not least, they provide valuable intuitions for the algebraic development.
A standard model of Kleene algebra with tests is formed by the algebra of binary relations over a set X. In this model, + is interpreted as union, ; as relational composition ((a, b) ∈ R ; S ⇔ ∃c ∈ X. (a, c) ∈ R ∧ (c, b) ∈ S), 0 as ∅, 1 as the identity relation on X, ((a, b) ∈ Id X ⇔ a = b), and * as the reflexive-transitive closure operation (R * = i<ω R i , for R 0 = Id X and R i+1 = R ; R i ). As our basis is a lattice, · is interpreted as intersection. Finally, tests are subidentities, that is, elements of PId X = {R ⊆ X × X | R ⊆ Id X }. These distribute over infs in both arguments with respect to sequential composition. Test complementation is defined by Id X − ( ). The test algebra PId X forms a subalgebra of any algebra P (X × X) of binary relations-in fact a complete atomic boolean algebra. The following result is therefore routine.
Proposition 5. Let X be a set. Then (P(X × X), PId X , ∪, ∩, ;, ∅, Id X , −, * ) is a Kleene lattice with tests-the full relation Kleene lattice with tests over X.
Weak Kleene lattices with tests are formed by relations that model faults or nontermination over X ×X ⊥ , where X ⊥ = X ∪{⊥} and ⊥ ∈ X is an element that represents a fault or non-termination. We refer to this model as the relational fault model. We partition each R ⊆ X × X ⊥ into its proper part R p ⊆ X × X and its faulting part R f ⊆ X ×{⊥}, that is, R = R p ∪R f and R p ∩R f = ∅. Redefining R ; S = R f ∪ R p ; S then makes faults override compositions, representing R as (R p , R f ) and S by (S p , S f ) yields the semidirect product, which is well known in semigroup theory:
An inductive argument shows that * satisfies the Kleene algebra axioms and that
Proposition 6. Let X be a set. Then (P(X × X ⊥ ), PId X , ∪, ∩, ;, ∅, Id X , −, * ), with composition (1) and star (2), forms a weak Kleene lattice with tests-the full weak relation Kleene lattice with tests over X.
The identity of the pair representation with respect to ; is (Id X , ∅); its left zero is (∅, ∅). All tests are proper and test complementation is restricted to the proper part. Right annihilation fails because (R p , R f ) ; (∅, ∅) = (∅, R f ) = (∅, ∅) whenever R f = ∅. Algebraic proofs for this development can be found in Appendix A; it has been formalised with Isabelle.
Each subalgebra (K, B), with K ⊆ P (X ×X) and B ⊆ PId X , of a full (weak) relation Kleene lattice with tests over X is a (weak) relation Kleene lattice with tests over X.
The relation algebras described in this section have of course a much richer structure. Firstly, we ignore the fact that relations have converses and can be complemented, yet this only means that we focus on the programming concepts that matter. Secondly, relational composition preserves sups in both arguments, whereas the redefined composition (1) preserves sups in its first and non-empty sups in its second argument. Non-preservation of empty sups in the second argument is of course due to the absence of right annihilation.
Cylindric l-Monoids and Kleene Lattices
This section extends l-monoids and Kleene lattices from Section 2 by a family of cylindrification operators. In other words, we generalise the classical cylindric algebras of Henkin, Monk and Tarski [17] from boolean algebras to Kleene algebras. The axiomatisations have been developed, minimised and proved to be independent using Isabelle/HOL. Apart from the axioms, we present some simple algebraic properties, all of which have been verified with Isabelle. The relational models from Section 3 are extended to models for cylindric l-monoids and Kleene lattices in Section 5. In reading the following definition a suitable intuition is that c κ x represents an abstraction of existential quantification ∃ κ x.
Definition 7 (cylindric l-monoid). Let α be an ordinal. A ( weak) cylindric l-monoid (CLM) of dimension α is a structure (L, +, ·, ;, 0, 1, c κ ) κ<α such that (L, +, ·, ;, 0, 1) is a (weak) l-monoid and c κ : L → L satisfies:
Classical cylindric algebra is axiomatised over a boolean algebra instead of a Kleene lattice; a monoidal structure is absent. Cylindric algebras usually consider diagonal elements d κλ as well [17] . In this sense CLM is diagonal free. CLMs with diagonals are introduced in Section 11.
Axioms (C1), (C2), (C3) and (C4) are those of classical cylindric algebra [17, p.162]; (C5) is derivable in that context because it is based on a boolean algebra. The axioms (C6) and (C7) appear in a previous abelian-semiring-based approach to cylindrification by Giacobazzi, Debray and Levi [14] . Axioms (C8)-(C10) are new. In axioms (C1), (C5), (C9) and (C10), = could have been weakened to ≤. Isabelle's counterexample generators show that the axioms are independent. We write 1 κ instead of c κ 1. Intuitively, such elements are identities of ; except for κ. The next lemmas establish basic facts about cylindrification. The properties in the first one are known from classical cylindric algebras.
In any (weak) CLM L, let
denote the set of cylindrified elements in dimension κ. Similarly, we define L l 1κ , L r 1κ and L 1κ as the sets of fixpoints of 1 κ ; ( ), ( ) ; 1 κ and 1 κ ; ( ) ; 1 κ , respectively. Lemma 8(3) implies that L cκ is equal to the image of L under c κ . Analogous facts hold for the other three functions.
Proposition 12. Let L be a (weak) CLM and let κ < α. Then
Proof.
For L l
1κ , it is well known that any principal right-ideal of an idempotent in a monoid forms a subsemigroup with the idempotent as left unit. By Lemma 10(5), 1 κ is an idempotent; L l 1κ is the principal right-ideal generated by 1 κ by definition. Closure with respect to sups follows from the dioid axioms in L and idempotence of 1 κ ; inf-closure from 1 κ ; (1 κ ; x · 1 κ ; y) = 1 κ ; x · 1 κ ; y, which has been checked with Isabelle. 2. The proof for L r 1κ follows from that of L l 1κ by opposition, using the dual identity (x ; 1 κ · y ; 1 κ ) ; 1 κ = x ; 1 κ · y ; 1 κ for inf-closure. Right annihilation in L r 1κ follows from Lemma 10(4). In the strong case, the isomorphism is given by opposition. 3. The subalgebra proof for L 1κ follows from (1) and (2) . Checking that L 1κ is a subalgebra of both L l 1κ and L r 1κ is straightforward: by idempotence of 1 κ , every fixpoint of L 1κ is a fixpoint of L l 1κ and L r 1κ . 4. For L cκ , closure with respect to +, · and ; is immediate from the axioms.
Sup-closure, for instance, means checking that c κ (c κ x + c κ y) = c κ x + c κ y. Finally, 1 κ is the unit in the subalgebra because 1 κ ; c κ x = c κ x = c κ x ; 1 κ . This property, which also establishes that L cκ is a subalgebra of L 1κ , has been confirmed by Isabelle.
By Lemma 11, the sets of fixpoints of L cκ and L 1κ need not coincide. Separating the remaining sets of fixpoints with Isabelle's counterexample generators is a simple exercise and need not be expanded.
Definition 13 (cylindric Kleene lattice). A ( weak) cylindric Kleene lattice
(CKL) of dimension α is a (weak) cylindric l-monoid of dimension α that is also a (weak) Kleene lattice, and in which
Isabelle's counterexample generators show that 1 need not be in K cκ for any κ, in particular not in the relational models described in Section 5. Together with Proposition 12 this explains why a +-axiom appears in CKL, and not a * -axiom.
Next we list properties of cylindric Kleene lattices.
Lemma 14. In every weak CKL,
Finally, Proposition 12 extends to CKL.
The cases of K l 1κ , K r 1κ and K 1κ are analogous. The first two benefit from the fact that ( ) + can be used to define sub-Kleene lattices (K l 1κ , +, ·, ;, 0, 1 κ , ( ) + ) and its opposite (K r 1κ , +, ·, ;, 0, 1 κ , ( ) + ) that do not require 1 κ .
Relational Cylindrification
In constructions of cylindric algebras of formulas of predicate logic, sequences in X α correspond to valuations [17] . They associate variables of first-order formulas with values in their models. In imperative programming languages, functions from variables in α to values in X form the standard model of program stores, and the standard denotational semantics interprets programs as relations between these. Our aim is to model cylindrifications over such relations. Hence we consider relations R ⊆ X α × X α and relational cylindrifications C κ : P (X α × X α ) → P (X α × X α ) that liberate the value of variable κ in both coordinates of ordered pairs. Formally, we therefore define
where ≈ κ has been extended pointwise to an equivalence on pairs:
Operationally, therefore, C κ R is constructed from R by adding all those pairs to R that are equal to some element of R, except at κ, in both their first and their second coordinate. In particular,
presents relational cylindrification in a way that is particularly suggestive for programming: C κ R is obtained from R by updating variable κ "asynchronously" in the pre-state and post-state of R in all possible ways.
We henceforth write Id and Id κ when the underlying set X α is obvious. An important property is that the relational cylindrification of Id suffices to express all other relational cylindrifications.
We have proved this fact with Isabelle. By Lemma 11, CKL is too weak to capture this property, but we expect it to fail, for instance, in trace models for which cylindrification by κ liberates κ in every state in the trace [21] , not just the first and last states, i.e. ≈ κ is lifted to apply to every state in the traces.
Some rewriting may be helpful to understand the actions of Id κ ; ( ) and ( ) ; Id κ on relations:
) ∈ R} and R ; Id κ acts similarly on second coordinates. Thus Id κ ;R models a left-handed relational cylindrification of first coordinates and R ; Id κ its right-handed opposite.
For faulting relations,
Hence we cylindrify the proper part of R and the first coordinate of its faulting part. This prevents the leakage of faults into proper parts of relations. We recall that PId X α is the set of subidentities over X α .
Proposition 17. For every ordinal α and set X, (1) and star (2), is a weak CKL with tests.
Proof. Liberation Kleene lattices and their weak variants are introduced in Section 13. Proposition 43 in that section shows that every (weak) liberation Kleene lattice is a (weak) CKL. Lemma 44 in the same section shows that the liberation Kleene lattice axioms hold in P (X α × X α ) while P (X α × X α ⊥ ) satisfies the weak liberation Kleene lattice axioms.
Henkin, Monk and Tarski show that classical cylindric algebras are closed under direct products. Yet P X α × P X α and P (X α × X α ) are not isomorphic and thus our axiomatisation of CKL cannot be explained in terms of a simple pair construction on classical cylindric algebras. Nevertheless, many properties, for instance in Lemmas 8 and 14, translate from their setting into ours, and relations in P (X α × X α ) can of course be encoded as predicates in P X 2α or higher dimensions. 7 As the elementary theory of binary relations is captured by classical cylindric algebra, it can be expected that at least relation CLM can be expressed in this setting, yet rather indirectly. 8 
Generalised Cylindrification
Modelling frames in Morgan's refinement calculus through cylindrification requires the consideration of sets of variables, at least finite ones, and the liberation of these. Henkin, Monk and Tarski [17, §1.7] have already generalised cylindrification from single variables to finite sets. We merely need to translate their approach into CKL, and this is the purpose of this section. Once again, all properties in this section have been verified with Isabelle.
For a finite subset Γ of an ordinal α, we follow Henkin, Monk and Tarski in defining
where id is the identity function on X α , • is function composition, and c (κ,Γ ) abbreviates c ({κ}∪Γ ) . A simple proof by induction shows that x holds for all κ, λ and finite Γ , such that κ = λ. By defining rectangular elements of a CKL in the same way, their proof transfers to CKL. We henceforth abbreviate c (Γ ) 1 as 1 (Γ ) . Our main interest in rectangularity lies in the following inf-closure property.
Lemma 18. In every relation CKL, Id is rectangular; for all finite Γ and ∆,
7 This is similar to the predicative encoding of relations in the Z style [27, 16] , in which the value of a variable κ in the initial state is represented by κ and its value in the final state is represented by κ ; relational cylindrification in Z is represented by ∃ κ,κ R, i.e. CκC κ R in the relational model. That is, relations are encoded using a set of variables, which for each program variable κ also contains κ . 8 We are grateful to an anonymous referee for pointing out an encoding.
At the moment, we are nevertheless neither able to derive rectangularity of 1 from the CKL axioms nor to refute its derivability.
Question 19. Do the CKL axioms imply that 1 is rectangular? Otherwise, is there any finitary extension of these axioms that implies this fact?
We henceforth indicate explicitly, whenever rectangularity of 1 is assumed. Henkin, Monk and Tarski have also shown that the axioms of classical cylindric algebras generalise to finite sets. This fact extends to CKL as well.
Lemma 20. In every CKL the following generalisations of axioms (C1)-(C11) hold. For all finite Γ, ∆, E ⊆ α,
In addition,
These properties, plus rectangularity of 1, could be used for a set-based axiomatisation of cylindrification, in which the c k appear as special cases.
At the end of this section we study the algebra of generalised cylindrified units 1 (Γ ) . First of all, these units need not be closed under sups. Proof. Let X = {a, b} and α = 2. Then, for κ < α,
It is easy to check that Id = Id k = Id 0 ∪ Id 1 . In addition,
Proposition 22. Let K be a (weak) CKL and suppose that 1 is rectangular. Let
1. Then (1, ;, ·) forms a distributive lattice with sup ;, inf · and least element 1;
2. if α is finite, then 1 forms a finite boolean algebra with greatest element 1 (α) ; 3. the map 1 ( ) from the set of finite subsets of α into 1 is a surjective lattice morphism that preserves minimal and (existing) maximal elements.
Composition in 1 is clearly associative, commutative and idempotent by
Lemma 20. The distributivity laws between ; and · follow from Lemma 20(9), (10) and identity (HMT1.7.3). The absorption laws 1 (Γ ) ; (1 (Γ ) · 1 (∆) ) = 1 (Γ ) and 1 (Γ ) · (1 (Γ ) ; 1 (∆) ) = 1 (Γ ) have been verified with Isabelle. By rectangularity, 1 is closed under infs; by Lemma 20 (13) , the set is closed under composition. By definition, 1 (0) = 1.
2. For finite α, Lemma 20 (12) implies that 1 (α) is the greatest element in 1.
3. The map 1 ( ) preserves sups by Lemma 20 (13) , infs by rectangularity of 1, least elements by (1) and greatest elements by (2), whenever α is finite. Surjectivity is obvious.
Isabelle's counterexample generators show that 1 ( ) need not be injective in CKL.
Hence the lattice of these finite sets need not to be isomorphic to the lattice 1.
Lemma 23. Let P (X α × X α ) by a relation CKL with |X| > 1. Then Id ( ) is a lattice isomorphism.
Proof. Relative to Proposition 22, it remains to show that Id ( ) is injective. First we consider singleton sets. For |X| > 1, Id is obviously a strict subset of any Id κ . Hence κ = λ implies Id κ ∩ Id λ = Id κ by (C8) and therefore Id κ = Id λ . Next, suppose Γ = ∆ = {λ 1 , . . . , λ n } and, without loss of generality, that κ ∈ Γ , but κ / ∈ ∆. Then Id (∆) = Id λ1 ;· · ·;Id λn by Lemma 20 (13) and Id κ = Id λi for all λ i ∈ ∆ by injectivity on singleton sets. Thus Id κ ≤ Id (∆) , because Id κ and the Id λi are all atoms, and therefore 1 (Γ ) = 1 (∆) .
Injectivity of 1 ( ) can therefore be assumed safely relation CKL, but other models require additional investigations. Whether this property should be turned into another CKL axiom is left for future work.
Propositional Refinement Calculus
Armstrong, Gomes and Struth have extended Kleene algebras with tests to refinement Kleene algebras with tests and derived the rules of a propositional variant of Morgan's refinement calculus-no frames, no local variables, no assignment laws-in this setting [2] . In the next section we show how the rules of a propositional refinement calculus with frames can be derived from the CKL axioms. Assignment laws are derived from the axioms of CKL with diagonals in Section 12. In this section we merely adapt the definition of refinement Kleene algebras with tests to our purposes.
Kleene algebra with tests captures propositional Hoare logic in a partial correctness setting. For a program x ∈ K and tests p, q ∈ B, validity of the Hoare triple can be encoded as
By the right-hand identity, the Hoare triple for precondition p, program x and postcondition q holds if it is impossible to execute x from states where p holds and, if the program terminates, end up in states where q does not hold. This intuition for partial correctness is easily backed up by the relational model.
In a refinement Kleene algebra [2] , a specification statement [p, q], where p, q ∈ B, is modelled as the largest program that satisfies {p}( ){q}. We adapt this definition to CKL. 
It follows that [p, q] satisfies {p}[p, q]{q} and that it is indeed the greatest program that does so. It is also easy to check that in relation CKL,
which further confirms this programming intuition. In addition, CKL with tests-like Kleene algebra with tests-provides an algebraic semantics of conditionals and while-loops that is consistent with the relational one.
Variable frames
Our first application to program construction shows that CKL is expressive enough to capture the variable frames of Morgan's refinement calculus [23] . For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to a partial correctness setting. In contrast to standard notations for the refinement calculus [3, 23] , our lattice is the dual of the refinement lattice; the standard refinement ordering is the opposite of ≤. Hence y is a refinement of x, denoted x y if and only if x ≥ y.
In this context, we fix a CKL with tests K. We call elements of K programs and finite subsets of α frames. A frame represents the set of variables a program may modify. The program x·1 (Γ ) restricts x so that it may only modify variables in Γ . Using Morgan's refinement calculus notation, we define
for a program x restricted to frame Γ . This is consistent with relation CKL, where for a relation R and variable κ,
This constrains the values of all variables other than κ to remain unchanged by R, while κ is liberated and may be modified ad libitum. The generalisation to finite sets is straightforward. The following framing laws are helpful for the derivation of the laws of Morgan's refinement calculus in Proposition 26 below.
They have been verified with Isabelle.
Lemma 25. In any CKL, By Lemma 25, it is a refinement to add or restrict a frame by (1) and (2). By (3), framing is isotone with respect to refinement. Equivalently to frame isotonicity, (Γ : x) + (Γ : y) ≤ Γ : (x + y). Framing distributes over sequential composition and iteration by (4) and (5) . A frame has no effect on a test by (6) . The distribution over sequential composition in (4) is only a refinement because the right-hand side constrains variables outside Γ to be unchanged from the initial state to the middle state and the middle state to the final state, whereas the left-hand side only has an initial-to-final constraint.
This prepares us for the main result of this section, which adapts the refinement laws derived by Armstrong, Gomes and Struth [2] to framed specifications. Proposition 26. The following refinement laws are derivable in any refinement CKL with tests.
We have verified this result with Isabelle relative to Armstrong, Gomes and Struth's proof. Assuming that the refinement laws obtained by deleting all occurrences of frames from (1)-(7) hold, we have shown that the corresponding laws with frames are derivable using a simple formalisation within CKL without tests and refinement statements. For (1), we have shown that 1 ≤ x implies Γ : 1 ≤ Γ : x, which is an instance of Lemma 25 (3) . Similarly, (2) and (3) are instances of frame isotonicity. For (4), we have verified that x ≤ y implies Γ : x ≤ y, for (5) that x ; y ≤ z implies Γ : x ; Γ : y ≤ Γ : z, for (6) that v ; x + w ; y ≤ z implies v ; Γ : x + w ; Γ : y ≤ Γ : z whenever v, w ≤ 1, and for (7) that (v ; x) * ; w ≤ y implies (v ; Γ : x) * ; w ≤ Γ : y whenever v, w ≤ 1. All proofs use properties from Lemma 25. None of them depends on rectangularity of generalised cylindrified units.
Local variable blocks
Next we show how local variable blocks can be expressed in CKL for which 1 is rectangular. Intuitively, a local variable block introduces a variable κ having as scope a program x. The definition allows for the fact that outside the local variable block κ may (or may not) be in use as a program variable. The outer κ is unmodified by the local variable block (as represented in the definition by the conjunction of 1 (κ) ) but the body of the block is free to update the local κ as it sees fit (as represented by the cylindrification c κ x). We define a local variable block (var κ. x) that introduces a local variable κ with scope x as var κ. x = (c κ x) · 1 (κ) .
It requires α to be a finite ordinal, so that the set κ = α − {κ} is finite and hence 1 (κ) well defined. The following law allows a local variable κ to be introduced so that κ can be used to hold intermediate results of a computation.
Lemma 27. Let K be a CKL for a finite ordinal α and in which 1 is rectangular. For all κ < α and Γ ⊆ α, if κ ∈ Γ and x ∈ K κ , that is, c κ x = x, then
by definitions (6) and (7) = x · 1 (κ,Γ ) · 1 (κ) by (C3) and c κ x = x = x · 1 ((κ,Γ )∩κ) as 1 is rectangular
Because both cylindrification and meet are isotone so is a local variable block.
Lemma 28. For any κ < α, if x ≤ y, then var κ. x ≤ var κ.y.
Introducing a local variable in a refinement is facilitated by Morgan's law (6.1) [23] . An algebraic variant of this refinement can be derived as follows. 
by (3) This law extends the refinement laws from Proposition 26 to local variable blocks.
Synchronous Cylindrification
Next we turn to the definition of variable assignments in CKL. This, however requires some preparation. In this section, we set up the link between CKL-style cylindrification and the classical one, which we need to apply to the tests in specification statements to model assignments. Section 11 introduces diagonal elements and substitutions as additional ingredients that are definable in CKL and needed for assignments, which are finally discussed in Section 12.
We have already emphasised in Section 5 that relational cylindrification liberates the variables in the first and second coordinates of pairs asynchronously, and this is in particular the case for subidentities, which correspond to predicates or sets. As an undesirable side effect, by Lemma 8(3), tests in CKL are not closed with respect to cylindrification: an element x of a (weak) CKL is a fixpoint of c κ if and only if x itself has already been cylindrified by c κ . In relational CKL, therefore, no test except ∅ is a fixpoint of any C κ , no cylindrification of any test except ∅ is a test and C κ [PId X ] ∩ PId X = {∅}.
Hence if denotes the bijection from sets into relational subidentities, and C c κ denotes classical cylindrification, then C c κ P = C κ P except when predicate P is ∅.
Equality of C c κ P and C κ P requires "synchronising" relational cylindrifications to ensure that the values of the cylindrified variable κ match in the first and the second coordinate. Synchronised relational cylindrification can be expressed in CKL as c κ x = c κ x · 1, so that C κ R = C κ R ∩ Id X and therefore, for any set P ,
It is then easy to check that
for any set P and hence C κ P = C c κ P for any relational subidentity P and the inverse bijection . The definition of c κ and its relational instance C κ implies that Cκ[PId X ] ⊆ PId X . Thus relational subidentities are closed under C κ . Yet, for a general CKL
Yet we may require that B = 1↓, which is consistent with relational models and many others. In fact, all applications of c κ in this article are restricted to tests that satisfy this property.
The current axiomatisation of the relationship between tests and the cylindrifications is not sufficient to prove some properties that we know to be true for the relational model. For example, for relations, we must add the following additional axiom relating the two notions of cylindrification for p ∈ B, where B = 1↓:
From this assumption, we have that test c κ p commutes over 1 κ for any test p ∈ B, i.e. c κ p ; 1 κ = c κ p ; 1 κ ; c κ p, giving us the following lemma, which is an important property used in Section 12 to derive properties of assignment statements.
Lemma 30. If p = c (Γ ) p then, Γ : [p · q, r] = Γ : [p · q, p · r].
Proof. Refinement from left to right follows from Proposition 26 (2) . For the reverse direction we begin the proof by expanding using the definition of a frame.
[p · q, r] · 1 (Γ ) ≤ [p · q, p · r] · 1 (Γ )
property of meet ⇔ (p · q); [p · q, r] · 1 (Γ ) ; (¬p + ¬r) = 0 by ( The later holds because 0 is an annihilator for tests.
Lemma 31. If p = c (Γ ) p and p · r 2 ≤ r 1 then, Γ : [p · q, r 1 ] ≥ Γ : [p · q, r 2 ].
Γ : [p · q, r 2 ] = Γ : [p · q, p · r 2 ] by Lemma 30
by Proposition 26 (2) 11 Diagonals and Substitution Our next step toward modelling assignments algebraically requires capturing substitutions algebraically. Once again, Henkin Monk and Tarski have paved the way for us [17, §1.5 ]. Yet their concept of variable substitution in classical cylindric algebra depends on another concept, which is integral to their approach, and we have so far neglected: that of diagonal elements, which abstract equality in equational logic.
In standard cylindric set algebras, diagonal elements [17] are defined, for each κ, λ < α, as
Henkin, Monk and Tarski [17] give a geometric interpretation of D κλ as a hyperplane in X α that is described by the equation x κ = x λ . For instance, for α = 2, D 01 corresponds to the diagonal line between the coordinate axes 0 and 1; for α = 3, D 01 is the plane spanned by that diagonal and 3-axis. While diagonalisation could be generalised to relational diagonalisation, we only require diagonal elements on the boolean subalgebra of tests, which is captured by the standard approach, in combination with synchronised cylindrification c κ . Henkin, Monk and Tarski's axioms for classical cylindric algebra therefore lead us to the following definition.
Definition 32. A cylindric Kleene lattice with enriched tests is a CKL equipped with a family of elements (d κλ ) κ,λ<α ⊆ B = 1↓ that satisfy
The axioms (D1)-(D3) are precisely the diagonal axioms of classical cylindric algebras [17] . They are applied to tests only and use c κ instead of c κ . Axiom (D3) captures a notion of variable substitution. In fact, Henkin, Monk and Tarski define
to indicate that λ is substituted for κ in p. Axiom (D3) can then be rewritten as s κ λ p · s κ λ ¬p = 0. The substitution operator s κ λ satisfies the following properties, which have been verified with Isabelle, and turn out to be useful in the following sections.
Lemma 33. Let (K, B) be a CKL with enriched tests. If p, q ∈ B and κ, λ, µ < α, then
Assignments
Assignment statements are usually of the form κ := e, where e is an expression on the programming variables. Expressions are not available in CKL with enriched tests, however we can use framed specification statements to abstract the behaviour of assignments. For any p ∈ B we write κ :∈ p to denote a nondeterministic assignment of variable κ to a value such that the final state of the command satisfies test p. It is defined as κ :∈ p = κ : [1, p] .
A special case of this is the direct assignment of one variable to another, written κ := λ, which is defined by taking predicate p to be the diagonal d κλ :
For example, if κ is fresh in expression e, the assignment κ := e can be encoded using the non-deterministic assignment command as κ :∈(κ = e), where (κ = e) is abstracted to a test in the algebra. For the more general case we can choose a variable λ that is fresh in e and write where, in the program model, e[κ\λ] is the expression e with λ substituted for κ, but in the algebra (κ = e[κ\λ]) is simply abstracted as a test.
The following propositions are used to verify the algebraic equivalent of the assignment law defined by Morgan [23, p.8] . In order to more simply represent the precondition, we introduce two notations on tests: the inner cylindrification c ∂ κ p is the De Morgan dual of c κ and corresponds to universal quantification in first order logic [17, §1.4] ; and p → q is a shorthand for implication in the boolean algebra of tests.
In the proposition below the test c ∂ κ (r → q) can be interpreted as saying that for all values of κ, test r implies q, i.e. it is a test describing the states from which substituting κ for any value satisfying r will certainly result in a post-state q. 
Proof. The application of Lemma 31 requires c ∂ κ (r → q) · r ≤ q, which can be shown as follows.
negating both sides and reversing the order ⇒ c ∂ κ (r → q) · r ≤ (¬r + q) · r by definition of c ∂ and conjoin r to both sides
It also requires that c (Γ ) c ∂ (Γ ) p = c ∂ (Γ ) p, which has been shown in [ [23, p.8] for our non-deterministic assignment statement, and for the special case where we assign one variable directly to another. These propositions can be equivalently expressed using Hoare logic using the specification statement definition (3) and the Hoare logic encoding.
Eliminating the identity 1 and substituting the refined body back in the local variable block, the final code is var τ. (τ := κ 2 ; κ 2 := κ 1 ; κ 1 := τ ).
Beyond Cylindrification: Liberation Algebras
An interesting axiomatic question arises from the fact that, by Lemmas 16 and 49, the identity c κ x = 1 κ ; x ; 1 κ holds in (weak) relational CKL, whereas, by Lemma 11, it is not derivable in CKL. On the one hand, non-derivability is desirable, because the identity fails in program trace models of CKL [21] . On the other hand, it shifts the focus from cylindrification to identities 1 κ and raises the question of directly axiomatising elements 1 κ for κ < α directly over (weak) Kleene lattices and defining the cylindrification operators c κ explicitly via the identity above. This section describes the initial steps for such an approach. The elements 1 κ are now written more simply as κ for κ < α.
Definition 39 (LLM). A (weak) liberation l-monoid is a (weak) l-monoid L that is equipped with a family (κ) κ<α of elements that satisfy
κ ; (x · (κ ; y)) = (κ ; x) · (κ ; y), (L3) (x · (y ; κ)) ; κ = (x ; κ) · (y ; κ),
As expected, there is a close correspondence between these axioms and axioms (C1)-(C10), although analogues of (C5)-(C7) and (C10) are derivable in this context, and therefore redundant.
Definition 40 (LKL). A (weak) liberation Kleene lattice is a (weak) Kleene lattice with a family (κ) κ<α of elements that satisfy (L1)-(L8).
We have checked independence of these axioms in Isabelle. Extensions to (weak) liberation Kleene lattices with tests are straightforward.
Proposition 41. Every weak LLM is a weak CLM with c κ x = κ ; x ; κ.
Rewriting the CLM axioms with c κ x = κ ; x ; κ and deriving the results from the LLM axioms is straightforward with Isabelle. Axiom (C6), for instance, becomes κ ; x ; κ ; y ; κ ; κ = κ ; x ; κ ; κ ; y ; κ, which is derivable because any κ can be shown to be an idempotent with respect to ; in LLM by taking x and y to both be 1 in (L3). Axiom (C3) becomes κ ; (x · (κ ; y ; κ)) ; κ = (κ ; x ; κ) · (κ ; y ; κ), which can be obtained from (L3) and (L4). Unlike for CKL, a special star axiom is not needed for liberation algebras. The following lemma has been obtained with Isabelle.
Lemma 42. In every weak LKL,
The proof of (1) is very simple:
Using the last identity then yields the following result.
Proposition 43. Every weak LKL is a weak CKL with c κ x = κ ; x ; κ.
In addition, the LKL axioms are sound with respect to relational models. Writing K l κ for the set of fixpoints of κ ; ( ), K r κ for those of ( ) ; κ and K κ for those of κ ; ( ) ; κ yields the following result.
Proposition 46. Let K be a (weak) LKL and let κ < α. Then 1. (K l κ , +, ·, ;, 0, κ, ( ) + ) is a (weak) sub-Kleene lattice of K with left unit κ, 2. (K r κ , +, ·, ;, 0, κ, ( ) + ) is a sub-Kleene lattice of L with right unit κ and if K is a strong LKL, then K l κ and K r κ are isomorphic, 3. (K κ , +, ·, ;, 0, κ, ( ) + ) is a sub-Kleene lattice of K l κ and K r κ .
The proofs are very similar to those for c κ . The results for κ ; ( ) and ( ) ; κ reveal a duality in relational cylindrification without faults that is not present in the traditional approach. We already pointed out in Section 5 that, in the relational model, Id κ ; R corresponds to a lefthanded cylidrification of R and R ; Id κ to its right-handed opposite. One can therefore introduce handedness via opposition to cylindrification over l-monoids by axiomatising left-handed cylindrification c l κ and right-handed cylindrification c r κ and split the axioms (C6) and (C7) accordingly. This yields a more finegrained view on cylindrification in models with opposition duality. In addition, left-handed and right-handed cylindrifications commute (i.e. c l κ • c r λ = c r λ • c l κ ) and c κ = c l κ • c r κ holds in the relational model but not in general. Details have been worked out in a companion article [21] . The handed cylindrifications are akin to forward and backward modal operators, yet defined over Kleene lattices instead of boolean algebras.
Conclusion
We have shown that cylindrification can be adapted to Kleene lattices and their relational models in such a way that variable assignments, frames and local variable blocks can be modelled. Based on this, we have derived the laws of Morgan's refinement calculus and the rules of Hoare logic, including those for assignments. The scope of algebraic approaches to program construction has therefore been extended, with the potential of fully algebraic reasoning about imperative programs.
Nevertheless, many questions about cylindric Kleene lattices and their relatives remain open and deserve further investigation. Instead of the obvious questions on completeness or decidability, we focus on conceptual ones.
First, it is easy to check that relational cylindrifications preserves arbitrary sups and hence have upper adjoints. This situation is well known from classical cylindric algebra, where the standard outer cylindrifications c κ are accompanied by inner cylindrifications c ∂ κ that are related by De Morgan duality. Geometrically, these describe greatest cylinders with respect to κ that are contained in a given set. In cylindric algebras of formulas, inner cylindrification gives the algebra of universal quantification. In an extension of CKL, where lattices need not be complemented, dual cylindrifications can be axiomatised by adjunction. In extensions of LKL, they can be defined explicitly as c ∂ κ x = 1 κ \x/1 κ , where \ and / are residuals, as they appear in action algebras [18] and action logic [26] . Our Isabelle components already contain axiomatisations for these structures, but so far we do not have any use for them.
Second, our refinement calculus and Hoare logic are restricted to partial program correctness for the sake of simplicity; yet the relational fault model is relevant to total correctness and our Isabelle components are based on weak cylindric Conway lattices and weak liberation Conway lattices, in which iteration is weak enough to be either finite, as in Kleene lattices, or possibly infinite, as in demonic refinement algebra [29] . Almost all properties presented in our paper hold in fact in this more general setting, and our relational models are a fortiori models of these generalisations. The relevance of these algebras to models with finite or possibly infinite traces, and the derivation of while rules and refinement laws for total program correctness remain to be explored.
For concurrent programs with a semantics based on a set of traces, cylindrification can be applied to liberate a variable κ in every state of each trace, in the same way that liberation of a relation liberates κ in both the initial and final states. In that setting liberation can be used in the definition of a local variable block in a similar fashion to the way it is used here [21] . A trace-based semantics for the liberation operator was given in [5, §4.6 and §5.6]. 9 The generalisation of cylindric algebra presented in this paper applies directly to the trace-based model used for concurrency. That model also uses sets, binary relations, a subset of commands that form instantaneous tests (isomorphic to sets of states), subsets of commands representing program steps and environment steps (each of which is isomorphic to binary relations on states). Factoring out the cylindric algebra and applying it in each of these contexts allows one to reuse the properties of cylindric algebra in each of these contexts, thus simplifying the mechanisation of the theory.
Finally, while part of the theory and many of the proofs in this article have been formalised with Isabelle/HOL, the question whether our approach may lead to program construction and verification components that support an algebraic treatment of variable assignments requires further exploration. This seems a particularly promising avenue for future research.
